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ABSTRACT

This paper analyzes the convergence behavior of a Least-Squares-Algorithm designed for UMTS FDD-like
modulation schemes in a flat-fading channel. We show the strong dependency of the convergence behavior on the
signal to noise ratio. We find that only at very low signal-to-noise ratios three iteration rounds are necessary, e.g.
at a SNR value of 0dB only 2 iterations are needed.

I. INTRODUCTION

There have been numerous papers about iterative Least-Squares-Algorithms (LS) for data-detection with adaptive
antenna arrays e.g.[1][2][3]. In the first step these algorithms estimate the weights for the antenna array with
the help of identification sequences which are embedded within the transmitted unknown signal. They assume
that the identification sequence and the unknown data are time multiplexed. But the 3rdgeneration UMTS FDD
uplink uses an IQ-modulation, where the identification sequence and the unknown data are sent in parallel on the
orthogonal branches. Hence modifications have to be applied.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

UTRA/FDD Signal Format

In the UMTS FDD uplink the dedicated channels for data and control information (DPDCH and DPCCH re-
spectively) are first spread with orthogonal spreading sequences and then modulated onto the I- and Q-branch
separately (see Fig.1). Afterwards they are scrambled with user-specific scrambling sequences. Additionally each
of the channels is weighted (with factors α and β) according to the used Spreading Factor (SF) to get equal
bit-energy after despreading.

Simulation Environment

We assume a flat fading Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel, which is constant over one slot (667µs).
Actually, the “noise” is comprised of all other users’ signals, possibly from adjacent cells as well. This implies the
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Figure 1: used slot structure



assumption that the channel is equalized (in the case of low SF) or that additional delay taps are suppressed by
the spreading and scrambling procedure. We concentrate on a system with a single user and an antenna array
with M=4 elements spaced 0.5λ. Therefore the sampled received signal X ∈ CM×L at the antenna array can be
modelled as

X = H · S + N (1)

where H ∈ CM×1 denotes the channel coefficients, S = α · SDC + j · β · SCC ,∈ C1×L is the spread and scrambled
sent data sequence, L the sequence length and N ∈ CM×L is a white gaussian noise contribution. Further we
assume an ID-sequence length of 1536 chips which corresponds to K=6 known DPCCH-bits.

LS-Algorithms

The standard iterative approach to the detection of S would be to estimate either the channel vector or a weighting
vector from the known data of the DPCCH. The latter approach corresponds to the solution of

T0 = arg min
T0
‖={T0 ·X} − β · Sid‖2 (2)

which is a least-squares problem. Here T is the weighting vector and Sid corresponds to the known identification
sequence of the DPCCH. With this estimated vector the unknown part of the DPCCH (ŜCC) and the complete
DPDCH (ŜDC) can be computed. The additional information gathered hereby is then used to improve on the
previous estimate of T. This is done by solving

Tm = arg min
Tm
‖Tm ·X− Ŝm‖2 = arg min

Tm

(
‖={Tm ·X} − β · ŜCC,m‖2 + ‖<{Tm ·X} − α · ŜDC,m‖2

)
(3)

with the estimated data sequence
Ŝm = α · ŜDC,m + j · β · ŜCC,m (4)

and

ŜDC,m = sign(<{Tm−1 ·X}), ŜCC,m = sign(={Tm−1 ·X}) (5)

where m is the iteration index. The coefficients α and β are spreading factor depending weighting factors for the
data and control channels (cv. Fig.1). Then the sent data is again estimated. This process is repeated iteratively
until the estimated data sequence does not change anymore.

III. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS

Inserting (1) into (2), derivating with respect to TRe and TIm and setting the resulting equations equal to zero,
gives an equation system determining the weighting vector T0. This can be simplified by using the orthogonality
between the spreading sequences of the data and control channel and the equation |SCC | = |SDC | = 1. After
some manipulation we finally we get the equation system

M∑
m=1

[
TRe,m ·

(
α2HIm,iHIm,m + β2HRe,iHRe,m + 2(αHIm,m + βHRe,m) · N1,Im,i +

+2(−αHIm,m + βHRe,m) · N2,Im,i +
1
L

L∑
l=1

N ′Im,l,iN ′Im,l,m
)

+

+TIm,m ·
(
α2HRe,mHIm,i − β2HRe,iHIm,m +

+(αHRe,m − βHIm,m) · N1,Im,i + (−αHRe,m − βHIm,m) · N2,Im,i +

+(αHIm,i + βHRe,i) · N1,Re,m + (−αHIm,i + βHRe,i) · N2,Re,m +
1
L

L∑
l=1

N ′Re,l,mN ′Im,l,i
)]
−

−
[
β2HRe,i · (1− 2ε) + β

(
N1,Im,i +N2,Im,i

)]
= 0 (6)



M∑
m=1

[
TIm,m ·

(
α2HRe,iHRe,m + β2HIm,iHIm,m + 2(αHRe,m − βHIm,m) · N1,Re,i +

+2(−αHRe,m − βHIm,m) · N2,Re,i +
1
L

L∑
l=1

N ′Re,l,iN ′Re,l,m
)

+

+TRe,m ·
(
α2HRe,iHIm,m − β2HRe,mHIm,i +

+(αHRe,i − βHIm,i) · N1,Im,m + (−αHRe,i − βHIm,i) · N2,Im,m +

+(αHIm,m + βHRe,m) · N1,Re,i + (−αHIm,m + βHRe,m) · N2,Re,i +
1
L

L∑
l=1

N ′Re,l,iN ′Im,l,m
)]
−

−
[
β2HIm,i · (1− 2ε) + β

(
N1,Re,i +N2,Re,i

)]
= 0 (7)

for i = 1 . . .M

where variables with the indices Im,Re stand for their corresponding real- and imaginary-part, L is the used
sequence length and ε = LW /L with LW , the number of erroneously decided data chips of the previous iteration
(for the initialization LW = 0). All the variables N are zero mean, gaussian distributed with a standard deviation
of σ2

N/(2L) while the N ′ have a standard deviation of σ2
N .

Performing the minimization of (3) with respect to TRe and TIm, gives an equation system similar to (6) and
(7) for the weighting vector Tm.

To be statistically significant, we created 200000 realizations of the equation system. These equation systems
have to be solved separately for each realization. Compared to a full implementation of an UMTS environment
(including signal modulation, more realistic channel model, rake receiver, . . . ) this still means a small com-
putational burden. The calculated weighting vectors are then applied to the received data and the pdf of the
resulting data symbols (={TX} and <{TX}) (over the amplitude) is determined. Because we assume that the
sent unspread data symbols are all constant and equal, we can calculate from this pdf the Bit Error Ratio (BER)
of Ŝm+1.

To analyze the convergence behaviour of the algorithm we introduced the error term (1−2ε) into the equation
system. This error term is only present in the iteration rounds and stems from wrong data decisions of previous
iterations. By changing the number of erroneous decisions of the previous iteration the resulting weighting vector
will differ from the optimum solution, and hence also the BER will suffer.

In Fig.2 we can see the BER of Ŝm+1 over the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) depending on ε, the BER of Ŝm.
To initialize the algorithm only the known chips of the DPCCH are used to estimate T0 (corresponds to the “ID
only”-curve). When we choose a certain noise level we get a BER of Sm (e.g. if we start at a SNR-value of 1
we get a BER of about 30%). This BER propagates into the next iteration round. Hence to get the BER of the
successive iteration round (Sm+1) we have to take the curve corresponding to this BER (continuing the example,
we have to take the 30%-curve at the same SNR value⇒ BER = 1.3 ·10−1). we repeat this process until the BER
does not change significantly anymore (10%-curve ⇒ BER = 4 · 10−2). At this point we say the iteration process
has converged, which does not necessarily mean that all the data decisions stay the same from one iteration to
another - only the BER does not change anymore.

IV. SUMMARY

We presented an alternative approach to estimate the convergence behaviour of a least squares algorithm designed
for 3G systems with IQ-modulation. This method reduces the computational burden significantly compared to
a full link-level implementation of the system. Further we showed that the used LS-algorithm converges within
only very few iterations (1 to 3 depending on the SNR) due to the high tolerance against data estimation errors.
Hence such iterative LS-algorithms can be terminated after a maximum of 3 rounds even if the estimated data
symbols still change from one iteration to the next.
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Figure 2: BER vs. SNR depending on ε with data spreading factor = 8
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